
Course   C   Lesson   12   Looking   ahead   with   Minecraft  
 
This   lesson   we   will   be   coding   in   a   game   known   as   Minecraft.    Minecraft   is   a   game   of   cubes.   You   can  
play   as   Alex   or   Steve   as   you   work   through   mazes.   You'll   need   to   destroy   or   pick   up   items,   and   explore  
in   a   world   made   up   of   cubes   of   things.  
 

Look   at    Puzzle   4  
 

Some   of   the   code   is   written   for   us.    Run   the   code   and   see   what   it   does.  
 

The   code   helped   us   cut   down   the   first   tree.    
How   do   we   cut   down   the   next   tree?  

<Move   forward   two   times   and   destroy   the   block>  
 

Here   is   what   the   updated   code   should   look   like:  
 

 
 

Reset   and   run   the   code   and   see   what   it   does.  
 

How   we   get   the   third   tree.  
<turn   left,   move   forward   3   times,   and   destroy   the   block>  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

https://studio.code.org/s/coursec-2020/stage/12/puzzle/4


Here   is   what   the   updated   code   should   look   like:  
 

 
 

Reset   and   run   the   code   and   see   if    that   works.  
 
Start   with    Puzzle   1    and   work   through   until   you   get   to   Puzzle   11  
 
The   next   part   of   the   Lesson   will   look   at   Conditionals   
 
Vocabulary:  

 
Condition:    A   statement   that   a   program   checks   to   see   if   it   is   true   or   false.   If   true,   an   action  
is   taken.   Otherwise,   the   action   is   ignored.  
 
Conditionals:    Statements   that   only   run   under   certain   conditions.  

 
For   example.   Your   mom   asks   you   to   do   the   dishes   and   if   you   do   them   before   dinner,   she  
will   take   you   out   for   ice   cream.   But   if   the   dishes   are   not   done   before   dinner,   you   will   not  
get   the   reward.   

 
What   was   the   condition   of   the   reward?  

○ The   condition   was   IF   you   did   the   dishes   before   dinner  
■ If   you   completed   the   dishes   before   dinner,   the   condition   would   be   true,   and  

you   would   get   the   reward.  

https://studio.code.org/s/coursec-2020/stage/12/puzzle/1


■ If   you   didn’t   complete   the   dishes   before   dinner,    the   condition   would   be  
false,   so   the   reward   would   not   apply.  

What   other   examples   of   conditionals   can   you   come   up   with?  
 

How   would   you   program   a   robot   to   respond   to   a   wall   or   a   chair?   You   cannot   simply   say   "Step  
over   chair"   unless   you   know   there   is   a   chair,   and   you   will   not   always   know   there   is   a   chair.   It  
might   be   helpful   to   translate   the   task   into   instructions   like:  

while   there   is   a   path   ahead  
walk   forward  
if   there   is   a   chair,   step   over   it  
sit   down  

 
In   this   part   of   the   lesson,   you   will   be   using   conditionals.   
 

Look   at    Puzzle   11  
 

NOTE:    Minecraft   has   a   pop   up   video   that   will   display   if   you   have   not   already   watched   it.   If   you  
have   already   watched   it,   just   have   click   the   X   to   close   the   video.  

 
These   puzzles   will   start   with   the    If    statement.    Run   the   code   to   see   what   it   does.  

 
The   block   in   front   is   destroyed.    He   checks   to   see   if   there   is   lava   there.    If   there   is,   a   cobblestone  
is   placed.  

 
Ask   when   he   should   move   forward?  

<after   block   is   destroyed   and   the   cobblestone   is   laid   if   there   is   lava.>  
 

This   is   what   the   correct   code   should   look   like:  
 

 
 
Go   ahead   and   finish   lesson   12,   when   you   are   done   with   all   the   puzzles,   you   may   move   on   to   the   next  
lesson.  

https://studio.code.org/s/coursec-2020/stage/12/puzzle/11

